
Course Review: The Reserve (North Course)
The Reserve Vineyards and Golf Club in Aloha 
opened in 1997, putting another pair of premier new 
golf courses into play in the Portland area just five 
years after Pumpkin Ridge came on-line. The Re-
serve got an immediate PR boost by hosting Pe-
ter Jacobsen’s Fred Meyer Challenge from 1998 
through 2002, followed by the Champions Tour’s 
JELD-WEN Tradition the next four years.

The 36-hole semi-private complex offers a unique 
concept, at least for Oregon, in bridging the gap be-
tween being a public and private course: the two 
courses alternate being private-only for “members” 
two weeks each month. John Fought designed the 
South Course, which is open to public play from the 
1st through the 15th of each month, during which 
time the Robert Cupp-designed North Course is pri-
vate, for members only. Beginning the 16th of each 
month that flip-flops, with public tee times available 
on the North Course and the South Course becom-
ing private. For the first few years, in fact, the courses 
were known as the Cupp and Fought courses, be-
fore changing to the current, more generic names.

Both courses are meticulously maintained, and The 
Reserve is a popular place for summer tournaments. 
It includes good practice facilities and a striking club-
house that features a well-stocked pro shop and an 
excellent restaurant. You can walk either course, 
though they are long and definitely a good hike. The 
North Course is hillier than the South, plus there are 
some long transitions from greens to tees adding 
to the length. Both courses feature real restrooms 
about midway out, always a welcome feature.

The North Course
The Cupp-designed North Course is a links-style 
course that features much fairway mounding set 

within a natural wetlands area. There are too many 
trees to term it a true links course, but it definitely 
has that feel to it, akin to playing an Oregon dunes 
course such as Gearhart. The expansive layout fea-
tures undulating native grass mounds, distinctive 
shaping, far less bunkers than its sister course and 
some huge greens, particularly what is essentially 
a triple green complex of some 43,000 square feet 
shared by Holes 1, 8 and 17.

Many golfers who are more or less “average” — 
which certainly includes us — greatly fear sand 
traps. Ergo, one glance at the South Course and its 
114 bunkers makes people think the North Course 
is automatically “easier” than the South. That’s not 
the case. The par 72 North Course, measuring from 
5846 yards (white tees) to 6845 yards (gold, the 
back tees at The Reserve), is 18 holes of natural 
trouble waiting to happen. We played the whites, 
our usual custom. 

While the North Course may have fewer bunkers 
than the South, they’re actually much more difficult 
traps to hit out of. The North Course is generally 
tight, and off the fairway you’ll find yourself in any 
number of unkept native grasses and weeds that 
are nearly impossible to hit out of. There’s water on 
several holes — natural streams and ponds.

Even safely landing on a dance floor doesn’t mean 
your work is done on the North Course. It’s a Cupp 
“signature” to feature false fronts on greens, and 
several of the North’s large putting surfaces include 
such. Once you’re on the true green, you’ll find a lot 
of break and some tricky reads. The greens on both 
courses roll quickly, but smoothly. Correctly read the 
break and you can putt these.


